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have tried to repay his timely helpfulness by serving, to the best of
my powers, some of the causes to the forwarding of which his own
life has been devoted. And during the many periods of depression
and disappointment which I have since experienced, I have been
sustained and encouraged by the memory that, unsolicited and
without conditions, a fine public servant by his own choice stood
for a time between myself and despair.
I find it difficult to record in detail the many difficulties and
privations of this period of my life, for to recall them even to my
own memory is very like the pain associated with the reopening of
a recently healed wound. I can only assure the reader of this book
that behind these general phrases there is a grim background of
physical impoverishment and emotional suffering that I do not
care to describe,
I sometimes think that to a sensitive and alert-minded man, long
continued unemployment is the major curse of life; it is psychologi-
cally disastrous because its effects are permanent; it leaves its
sinister mark upon both mind and character, and it may so take
the light out of a man's life that he lives thereafter in a darkened
world* When wages are again forthcoming hunger departs; but
memory remains. No one who has not experienced the benumbing
effect of the vain endeavour, week after week, to sell labour which
no one wants, can understand the mental hell in which the unem-
ployed man lives. In the proportion that he is moved by the
creative impulse, or by social and professional ambition, there is
developed within him 'a nerve o'er which do creep the else unfelt
oppressions of the earth.' He may feel that he is capable in body
and mind; his hands may itch for constructive exercise; his brain
may become impatient for wholesome activity, but there is for
him neither demand nor sympathetic consideration. Comfortably
placed critics of unemployed men frequently delude themselves
that any man who is * genuinely seeking work* can easily find it!
They should be thankful that they are not compelled to put their
careless philosophy to the test of a personal experience.
The effect upon my life of continued unemployment might well
hkve been disastrous. I had persistently to fight and repel a
growing sense of grievance against the world, and to suppress an
impulse to meet its callousness with its own methods. Why
should I be so considerate for it, when it disavowed any responsi-
bility for myself? I had not asked to be born, and if the world
was free to let me starve, was I not equally free to adopt any effective

